


It's our home on the road.

It's our office on wheels.

It's our teammate.

Our lives depend on it.

This will be the fourth build of the Tornado Hunters chase trucks, and we want this to be the

best build yet. Every year our trucks take us all over North America, chasing the wildest

storms on the planet. When shit hits the fan, and that beast of a tornado turns on you, the

winds start howling and shaking the truck, debris flying through the air, hail hammering down,

and the only way out is a flooded field - that truck is all you have. 

When we are not in the thick of it, we are traveling to the next storm. These long treks often

have us sleeping many nights in our truck, and when it comes to work - it's all done here as

well. In storm chasing season, this truck is our home away from home. 

This truck is the rockstar of our team, taking on a life of its own. We feature it in nearly all of

our photos, videos and posters because it is our brand and instantly recognizable. 

Fans love the truck, often drawing pictures of it, building models of it, and photobombing it.

When we pull up to gas stations, people want pictures with the truck. When we go to

tradeshows, speaking events, do any commercial work, etc. - people want the truck. 



Workhorse & Showtruck

This truck will be built to face some of the most challenging conditions on
the planet, and the next day, ready to show off at an event. 

Truck: 2022 Ford F-250

Rubber: General Tire X3's

Rims: Aftermarket (TBD)

Steel Bumpers: Aftermarket (TBD) 

Box Rack:

Weather Apparatus:

Light Bars: 360 LED Lighting

Underglow: LED Lighting

Suspension: Leveling Kit 

Fender Flares: Aftermarket (TBD) 

Aftermarket (TBD) 

Aftermarket (TBD) 

Roof Rack: Aftermarket (TBD) 

Protective Coating: Line-X

Winch: Aftermarket (TBD) 

Side Steps: Aftermarket (TBD) 



Hey Kevin, Christy and team! 

Thank you for taking the time to read through this pitch and entertain my idea. I'm not
sure if you are interested in a partnership with myself, but I thought I would list what I
could do for you, and see if anything might spark your interest. 

Ideally, I would love to find terms with you that I could do the work I have outlined on the
next few pages in turn for a price break on the truck. 

I am absolutely flexible in the approach we take on this relationship, so if you have
another idea on how you would like to go about this, please do let me know.
 

Social Media Photo Posts 2x/month to 725k followers
Featuring truck in adventures and storm chasing. Mentioning/tagging Valley Ford Hague
in caption. Content may be reposted to VFH feeds. 

Value: $900/Post

Social Media Stories 8x/month to 725k followers

Value: $300/Story

Social Media Video 1x/month to 725k followers

Value: $1500/Video

Photo and/or video featuring truck in adventures and storm chasing. Mentioning/tagging
Valley Ford Hague in caption. Content may be reposted to VFH feeds. 

2-3 minute video featuring truck in adventures and storm chasing. Mentioning/tagging
Valley Ford Hague in caption. Content may be reposted to VFH feeds. 

Continued on the next page!

Social Media Contests to 725k followers

Value: $1200/Contest

Able to do 2 social media contests on my platforms per year to drive traffic from my
social media to your social media and/or website. Contest item to be supplied by VFH. 



Use of Ricky Forbes Personal Brand Image and Likeness

Value: $10,000/year

It has taken years to build my personal brand to its current point. VFH will be allowed
to use my photos, videos, and imagery of myself in your promotions and website.
Approval of those materials will be required so that I can monitor my brand. 

Exclusivity 

Value: $5,000/year

I get approached often by those in the vehicle industry to do promotional work. Our
relationship means I will be exclusive to your dealership, and exclusive to Ford. 

Reposting of VFH Promotions on Ricky Forbes Social Feeds

Value: $1000/repost in social feeds        Value: $400/repost in stories

Able to do 1 repost in my feeds per month, and 4 stories per month.  

Monthly Reporting

Value: $200/month

At the end of every month a report will be developed summarizing all of the work done,
the results achieved and will include a summarization of the posts. 

I want to become part of the VFH team. I would like my image and brand to be
associated with VFH. I would like to be an advocate for VFH, i.e. anytime I get the chance
online or in-person, I speak about the organization and my experience with the service
and products.
 

Keep going!

Boosting Posts on Instagram and Facebook

Hard Cost: $760/year

I do my absolute best to provide the most valuable content to my audience on my
platforms to drive engagement and reach, but, there is no getting around boosting. I
boost every post for $20 to targeted suitable for interest and location of post, i.e. for
VFH posts I could focus on your trade area when boosting posts. 



Posters

Value: $10,000/year

Every year we hand out, and sign, around 10,000 posters. These posters are signed and
given out at schools, keynote speaking events, to fans on the street, etc. The truck will be 
 featured and your logo will be prominently shown in the corner of the poster. This poster
may include a few other logos of non-competing sponsors. 

Truck Featured at Speaking Events

The truck will be brought to all speaking events at schools and business functions.
There is always lot of attention for the truck, and lots of photos by the public that end
up on social media.

Value: $5000/year

Logo on Truck
As featured in the mock-up of the truck, the VFH logo will be prominently displayed so
that people will see it when they see the truck. It will show up in most photos, videos, and
any other publicity surrounding us and therefore our truck. 

Value: Free

Dealership Friendliness
I feel this should be an assumed value item, but I like to mention it just in case. As much
as possible, I will interact in the comments sections of VFH posts in a fun and friendly
tone, and when applicable, speak to my experience at the dealership. 

Value: $2500/year

There's more!

Dealership Visits and Presentations

Value: $12,000/year

I will come out twice a year for dealership visits where I will encourage my audience to
come say hi, and I can sign posters and take photos. I am also able to do my keynote
presentation as a VIP event for your clients.



Publicity 

The work we do attracts a lot of attention. In the past we have been featured with our
truck in front page news articles, TV interviews, magazines, documentaries, auto trade
shows and more. Our most notable feature being our TV show, Tornado Hunters, that
found its home on Netflix. 

Going forward, our work will undoubtedly garner much more publicity. We currently will
be filming a documentary this spring, and find out soon if we have a new storm chasing
TV show to film. Another exciting opportunity is Xbox has reached out and would like
to see our truck in their video game, Forza 5. A lot of great things on the horizon, and I
know it is only the beginning. 

Beyond storm chasing is the adventure work where this truck will show up in the fall
and winter. This will be roadtrips and commercial work in the off-season that ends up
on social media and others channels. An example of this is the multiple Co-op adventure
commercials I did that all featured my truck, and I am looking to do more of these in the
future. I currently have an annual relationship with General Tire Canada as a brand
ambassador where they will be featuring my truck photos and videos on their channels. 

I have not attached a value to this publicity portion as nothing is guaranteed, and it is
difficult to value, but I feel it is very important to mention the potential upside to this
partnership. 

To give you a bit more scope on the publicity this truck has received in the past, and
will receive in the future, I have put together a number of photos on the next page. 

Value: Priceless

Publicity photos

Value: $1500/year

Extras

Listed on my social accounts bio section and on my website as a sponsor. 

Speaking Event Coverage
Every year we do hundreds of talks. These presentations are professionally designed to
be dynamic and engaging, featuring tons of imagery displaying the truck with your logo. 

Value: $2500/year



As mentioned, below are a few photos to give you a bit more scope on the publicity
this truck has received in the past, and will receive in the future.



If this is proposal is of interest, I am flexible on how this partnership unfolds. If you
want some of the pieces, or all of the pieces, that's great. 

Ideally, our partnership would be a  a reduced price on the truck in trade for services
rendered by myself. 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts, and thanks again for giving me your time to
have a look through this. 

To complete the package, I have attached four additional pages covering:

About me My past relationship with Ford

My social media breakdown Reviews from past clients

Value: $162,500/year

Total Value of Proposed Package

Adding up all line items for Social Media Promotion, Brand Ambassador and Additional
Items, the total value is listed below. These values listed above for each service are the
actual amounts I invoice clients for those services rendered. The boosting and poster
costs would be a hard cost which I would absorb as part of the deal. 

Final Remarks



Ricky Forbes is an elite level content creator, international
influencer and professional storm chaser  

An adventurer at heart, Ricky has been sharing his experiences
through photo and video ever since he was child. Not much
has changed, except now rather showing his friends and family
his work, he features these incredible stories and imagery to his
725k followers on social media and TV projects.  

Ricky Forbes // About

Ricky made his name chasing the world's wildest storms. As a professional storm
chaser, Ricky helped create and star on the TV show Tornado Hunters. This show
features some of the best storm footage ever captured, including being caught inside
the world's largest tornado.    

When not chasing storms, you will find Ricky traveling the world, pursuing adventures
and creating content to tell those stories. This kind of work is often done in
conjunction with major brands, resorts and tourism agencies. 

At home Ricky loves to spend time with his family, friends and volunteer. Ricky's
family includes his partner, Tirzah Cooper, and his step kids,
Mason (12) and Vayda (17).

Ricky is 35 years old, and calls home to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.



Ricky Forbes // Social Media Breakdown

725.4K
Followers

45%
Men

55%
Women

35
Avg. Age

$52.9K
Avg. IncomeAudience

91

Influence

Influence is the ability to drive action. This number is based out of 100, and anything over

75 is deemed a strong influence. It is NOT about how many followers you have, nor is it

how many engagements you get. The expected number of relevant users that will see and

react to your post defines how influential you are.

This metric is calculated by the influencer platform, Klear.com. Influence is predicted by

analyzing thousands of features and billions of posts across Instagram, Twitter, Facebook,

and Youtube.

 

Instagram

Likes per post 2.5K

Comments per post 78

Followers 112.2K

EMV* per Post $5.6K

EMV* per Story $2.2K

*Earned Media Value 

Views per Story 3K

Verfied Account

Facebook

Likes per post 3.2K

Comments per post 84

Followers 478.4K

EMV* per Post $4.8K

EMV* per Story $1.3K

Views per Story 1.7K

Verfied Account

Twitter

Retweets per post 25

Followers 131.7K

EMV* per Post $991.7

Verfied Account

YouTube

Subscribers 1.1K

EMV* per Post $2.9K

Age

13-17 1%

18-24 12%

25-34 42%

35-44 27%

Country

United States 42%

Canada 30%

United Kingdom 11%

Brazil 5%

Audience Interests

Weather 28%

Travel 22%

Adventure 18%

Photography 17%

@ForbesRicky /RickyForbesTornadoHunter @ForbesRicky /RickyForbesOfficial



Past Relationship With Ford

Bronco Commercial

To put it simply, I bleed Ford. All of my family drives ford, and I always have. I love
the trucks, the design, the engines, the brand - all of it. I have put Ford trucks to the
test from being inside the world's largest tornado, to climbing mountain tops in
deep snow.  Ford trucks are part of my personal brand. 

Over the years I have had the opportunity to represent the Ford brand in a few
facets, these are listed below:  

This time last year I was in Whistler, Bristish Columbia,
snowboarding, biking and racing the Ford Bronco. This
contract involved services including social media posting
content creation, and brand ambassador work. This work is
currently featured on the Ford Canada website. 

Ford Dealership Visits & Sponsored Posters
For many years we have visited dealerships across Canada
and handed out thousands of Ford sponsored posters,
many still hanging in kids rooms across the country. 

Ford Trade Show Booth 
Our truck and team was featured at the Ford booth at
Agribition for two years. Here we socialized with public,
chatted about the truck and storm chasing, and signed
posters. 

2017 Canadian Unveiling of Ford Superduty
On stage with the head of marketing for Ford Canada, I
mc'd  the event and helped present the unveiling brand of
the new Superduty. 



Partners

Ricky is the real deal! Genuine, kind, authentic, and adventurous.
He can create & share powerful stories about your place,
attraction, and experience! He rocks!

Matt Mosteller
Vice President
Resorts of the

Canadian Rockies

I've worked with many creators, and Ricky is one of the most
hard working people I've ever worked with, going above and
beyond in everything he does. He's not only one of the most
professional individuals I've worked with, but he's a very genuine
and friendly guy. I look forward to working with him for years to
come.

Vazul Szakacs
Partnerships Manager

Steller Stories

The content he produced was outstanding! It was playful while
still effectively communicating the key points associated with
our campaign! Ricky is outstanding to work with, he brings great
ideas to the table and isn't afraid to get his hands dirty to collect
the perfect shot! I would highly recommend him to anyone
considering him in the future.

Matthew Curtis
Senior Content Strategist

Hoffman York



www.RickyForbes.com

Ricky@RickyForbes.com


